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Speciální síly Spojených států ve čtvrtek obsadily nepřátelskou

klonovací laboratoř poblíž Fort Yukon na Aljašce, která obsahovala

desítky klonů Deep State, řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Erica M.

Smithe Real Raw News.

Nález je známkou toho, že White Hats již podruhé našli kopie

politiků Deep State. Jak bylo oznámeno minulý měsíc, speciální

jednotky 22. prosince našly a zničily skryté klonovací centrum v
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Missouri Ozarks, které obsahovalo repliky Josepha Bidena, Chucka

Schumera a Anthonyho Fauciho. Důkazy získané z laboratoře později

přivedly speciální jednotky k „klonovacímu vědci“ německého

původu žijícímu v Bostonu. Tato osoba, jejíž jméno zůstává záhadou,

byla údajně zatčena a převezena na základnu námořní pěchoty k

výslechu.

Real Raw News se zeptal našeho zdroje, zda vědec prozradil existenci

a umístění aljašské laboratoře, ale odpověděl mlhavě: „Dostali jsme

věrohodné informace, které zkontroloval generál Smith a jeho rada.

Stačilo jednat."

Připustil však, že rada nejprve odmítla „věrohodné informace“,

protože odlehlý hornatý terén vnitrozemí Aljašky se zdál

nepravděpodobným místem, kde by se dalo schovat a provozovat

svatyni Deep State. Fort Yukon se nachází na severním břehu řeky

Yukon na jejím soutoku s řekou Porcupine, severně od polárního

kruhu, a má bipolární klima s tuhými zimami a mírnými léty. Jeho

obyvatelé – 583 podle posledního sčítání lidu – jsou domorodci z

Gwich'in, kteří žijí ve srubových budovách. Fort Yukon je odpojen od

aljašských silnic a je dostupný pouze letecky; městské letiště má

pouze štěrkovou přistávací dráhu, která není schopna odbavit velká

letadla potřebná k přepravě stavebních materiálů pro něco tak

velkého, jako je klonovací laboratoř. A náš zdroj řekl, že laboratoř

byla 25 mil severně od Fort Yukon.

Když se rada vyjádřila k nemožnosti postavit baštu tajně v říši, která

byla osm měsíců v roce pevně zamrzlá a z velké části mimo síť, Gen.

Smith utišil jejich pochybnosti tím, že jim ukázal záběry z leteckého

sledování obdélníkové ocelové budovy uhnízděné mezi shluky bílý

smrk. Kolem budovy bylo několik sněžných skútrů a velký sněžný

pluh. A vedle budovy byly betonové podložky dostatečně velké na to,

aby přistály s velkým vrtulníkem, a kdokoli ovládal zařízení, nedávno

odhrabal čerstvý sníh z heliportů. Dron pozoroval budovu jako sup

kroužící mršina.
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Dvourotační vrtulníky jako Ch-57 Chinook, které mohou zvednout 20

000 liber, by mohly přepravovat zařízení mezi Fairbanks a

laboratoří.

Po poradě s velitelem 19.  speciálních sil si generál Smith

vybral vojáky této jednotky – prošli výcvikem v arktické válce během

operace Arctic Fox v květnu 2022 – aby ovlivnili pátrací a ničitelskou

misi, bude-li to oprávněné. Před zuřivou přestřelkou, která by mohla

ohrozit životy vojáků, však chtěl zpravodajské informace „boty na

zemi“, které by doplnily vzdušný průzkum, a tak vyslal malý tým –

vydávající se za fotografy National Geographic, kteří studují Auroru

Borealis – a Gwich' v překladu do Fort Yukon.

Generál Smith, řekl náš zdroj, chtěl zachytit laboratoř nedotčenou,

aby se White Hats dozvěděli, jak je Deep State odpojuje od sítě.

20. ledna přistáli operátoři speciálních sil v civilu ve Fort Yukon na

palubě Cessna Caravan. Najali si průvodce Gwich'in pod záminkou,

že potřebují místního, aby ukázal na vhodná místa pro fotografování

polární záře. Průvodce se zasmál a varoval je, aby buď spali ve

vyhřátém letadle, nebo si dali do pořádku své záležitosti, protože led

si vyžádal mnoho neohrožených dobrodruhů.

Zeptali se, zda Fort Yukon přijal mnoho cizích návštěvníků, a

průvodce řekl, že cizinci přicházeli tak dlouho, dokud byl naživu, 57

let. Musel mít šestý smysl, protože pronikl do krycího příběhu

speciálních jednotek a vyvodil z toho, že měli postranní motiv pro

příchod do Fort Yukon, i když nesli tašky plné fotoaparátů, objektivů

a stativů. "Jste tady kvůli nim." Doufám, že nejsi s nimi,“ řekl

průvodce a ukázal na sever do náhlé bouře oslepujícího sněhu.

Velitel speciálních jednotek ujistil průvodce, že ani on, ani jeho muži

o „nich“ nevěděli, ale na průvodce tlačil, aby získal další informace.

Jejich šerpa řekl, že je seznámí se starším z Fort Yukonu, který

rozhodne, zda jsou hodni vyslechnutí tradice. Když se velitel

speciálních jednotek zeptal, jaká je jeho hodnost, průvodce řekl:

skupiny
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„Podívá se na vás a bude vědět. To a je zvykem přinést dárek.

Informace sama o sobě je dar. Protože nevozíte velrybí maso, jsem si

jistý, že pár set dolarů bude stačit. Hádám, že jsi sem necestoval bez

hotovosti."

Představil speciální jednotky nejstaršímu žijícímu obyvateli Fort

Yukonu, 89letému muži jménem Tom Ericwas, jehož domovem byla

o něco více než šikmá střecha o rozměrech 16x20' postavená z klád a

dehtu a vytápěná kamny na dřevo s jednou varnou deskou. .

Průvodce začal překládat, ale Ericwas ho povzbudil, aby mluvil

anglicky. "Tito muži nemluví naším jazykem, ale my mluvíme jejich,"

řekl Ericwas a posteskl si, že jejich rodným jazykem už mluví méně

než 300 aljašských Gwich'inů.

Eric byl pověřen speciálními jednotkami s městským folklórem. V

létě 2013 se na obloze severně od Fort Yukon objevily neobvykle

teplé období, kdy se na obloze objevily hejna vrtulníků, někdy husté

jako mrak komárů. Tažná lana visící na jejich trupu držela betonové

a ocelové stěny, I-nosníky a obrovské dřevěné bedny. Přicházeli a

odcházeli ve dne v noci, zastavovali se jen v nejsilnějších deštích a

muži z vrtulníků znesvětili les kácením posvátných stromů, které

stály stovky let. Lety se zastavily, když začal padat sníh, ale vrtulníky

se následující jaro vrátily. Ericwas řekl, že se Gwich'in neodvážili do

této oblasti jít, protože byla považována za doupě zla. Vzpomněl si, že

slyšel kakofonní řev, jako by se země rozdělila na kusy. Po dvou

jarech a dvou létech byly lety méně časté,

Poté řekl speciálním jednotkám příběh, který by většina lidí

považovala za směšný. Na jaře roku 2017, těsně po prvním tání, se z

lesa na čtyřkolce vynořil muž, který vypadal a tvrdil, že je prezident

William Jefferson Clinton. Trval na tom, že je Bill Clinton, ale neměl

tušení, kde je. Řekl, že unikl vězení a musel oznámit své ženě i Al

Goreovi, že je naživu.
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Lidé z Gwich'in, řekl Ericwas, věřili, že Fort Yukon pronásleduje zlý

duch měnící tvary. V roce 2017 bylo Clintonovi 71 let, měl obličej s

důlky a kůži jako obnošená kůže; Clinton ve Fort Yukonu měl však

vizáž výrazně mladšího muže, jak vypadal během svého

prezidentování v 90. letech. Fort Yukon Clinton požadoval okamžitý

let do DC, ale bylo mu řečeno, že další plánovaný pokles zásob, který

by ho mohl přivést do Fairbanks, nedorazí dříve než za dva dny.

Ericwa řekl speciálním jednotkám Clinton se vrátil na ATV a zamířil

na východ směrem k Severozápadním teritoriím.

„Pokud by to byl muž, nemohl by přežít. Jestli duch, je někde jinde,“

řekl Ericwas.

Speciální jednotky odletěly zpět do Fairbanks, aby předaly své

poznatky generálu Smithovi v Camp Pendleton.

Generál, řekl náš zdroj, považoval odhalení za příliš znepokojující,

než aby je ignoroval. Pokud byl příběh pravdivý, znamenalo to, že

Clintonův klon unikl z klonovací laboratoře a že klonovací

technologie existovala už nějakou dobu.

Ve čtvrtek dorazily dva 12členné oddíly speciálních sil na leteckou

základnu Eielson ve Fairbanks, odkud byly letecky převezeny na

Blackhawks do LZ několik kilometrů východně od údajné klonovací

laboratoře. Obtěžkáni těžkými batohy a navlečeni v arktické výstroji

se plahočili dál, dokud nedosáhli výhodného bodu, který jim umožnil

nerušený výhled na budovu bez oken o rozměrech 200 x 160'

obklopenou řetězovým plotem a půl tuctu stráží vyzbrojených

automatickými puškami. Strážci, oblečení v černém uprostřed bílého

pozadí, dělali snadné cíle; Odstřelovači speciálních sil je stříleli do

středu masy nebo jim hlavy explodovaly v růžové mlze. S vyslanými

hlídkami prořízli plot a prolomili vchody výbušninami, vrhali dovnitř

bleskové granáty, aby omráčili všechny cestující uvnitř.
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Ačkoli válce neobsahovaly žádné Clintonovy klony, obsahovaly klony

několika Deep Staterů, kteří se teprve nedávno dostali do popředí:

Alexandria Ocasio Cortez, Ilhan Omar a Cori Bush. Jiné dozrávací

komory uchovávaly faksimile Nancy Pelosiové a Gavina Newsoma.

Republikáni nebyli vyloučeni: část budovy měla klony Williama

Barra, generála Michaela Flynna, soudce Nejvyššího soudu Johna

Robertse a, ano, Mitche McConnella.

"Máme to pod kontrolou a zkoumáme technologii," řekl náš zdroj.

„Netřeba dodávat, že takových míst je pravděpodobně více v zemi a

možná i v zahraničí. Nebudu lhát, máme tu práci. Oni [Deep State] v

tom byli už zatraceně dlouho."

(Navštíveno 118 063krát, dnes 718 návštěv)

Skvělá práce chlapi, vyžadovalo to hodně odvahy a odhodlání se k

této oblasti jen přiblížit. 

 
A pak obsadit zařízení bez obětí Bílého klobouku? VYNIKAJÍCÍ!

Bude tak prchlivý jako praštěný krtek!

Zůstaňte v kurzu Bílé klobouky.

I’m afraid the next cloning lab may not be as easy or without

casualties now that they could be on a higher alert. Let’s hope all will

go without incident like this last capure. Great job White Hats!

They never know which cloning lab they will hit, they’re many of

them. They cloned Dolly the sheep in the mid 80’s…

Ive remote viewed Dulce lots of times. Some of the animal human

hybrids they had at “the zoo” were freaky.

Joseph Mengele successfully cloned rabbits in 1938. Hitler had

clones. This technology had been taken from the book of the dead.

They had been playing around with creating golems for a long time.
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That is what the “humunculous” was all about. That was in part what

Alchemy was all about.

I am making $100 an hour working from home. I never imagined

that it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

$16,000 a month by working on a laptop, that was truly astounding

for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must

try this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

Haaretz newspaper in Israel said that Jews number 500,000 to

1,000,000 in America. I personally know many who dont practice at

all they are for the most part secular and scientific. The radical ones

need eradicated they are dangerous as hell. Their satanic cult like

ideology is anyways. It should be so easy to eradicate that many. We

are a nation 349,000,000 strong. Most of us hate pedophiles,

traitors, traffickers and theifs. It shouldnt take to long to take out the

bad ones.

Not so fast….who knows if deep staters didn’t kill Flynn and put this

clone in as Flynn….or were going to if not by now

I’m not up on the Flynn thing…. Why do some people think he isn’t

with us? What did he ever do?

Fynn led a patriot meeting in a prayer to Lucifer and the entire room

repeated the prayer clueless! Does he ever really have anything

substantial to say? He talks and talks and says nothing! I hate the

fact that we don’t know who to trust and so many that we thought

were Patriots are traitors! I pray they get them all. But sadly they

won’t if we read our Bibles. It is shocking how many sold their souls-

almost our entire government. Poor President Trump he was

surrounded by them all. I wonder how many of them he knew were

traitors at the time? He has had a difficult part to play and I believe

will go down in history as the best and bravest President we have

http://www.payathome7.com/
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ever had! We need to keep him in prayer. I also hate that we read

here about the ones executed and they appear in public again on TV,

etc. Obviously clones as we read here in this article. So unbelievable!

I didn’t realize technolgy had advanced to this point and that cloning

was really taking place. We also need to keep people like Mr. Baxter

in prayer who risks his life to bring us these updates! Also our brave

men and women in the Armed Forces fighting to bring down the

Luciferian Deep State evil lunatics. I pray all this becomes public

soon and we can start the long journey and hard work to repair our

nation and world. A special thank you to Mr. Baxter and his staff-

God Bless you!

It’s really not about religion–just about you and the Creator. Ask

Him your questions…you’ll get answers.

True, he will. But I think it’s also important to understand just how

we go here…… we all freaking ignored Him.

Truthfully, many did stray but, in my opinion, the SECOND

COMING I feel will be a resurgence of a universal faith in God.

Cloning is evil, to act like a creator or an equal to God the Almighty.

The Blessed Mother at Garabandal promised a warning then a

miracle. God will suspend time show us all of our sins. Give us the

chance to repent, to live out our lives in Gods good grace. We will still

have free will.

Are you sure to ask GOD and get the answer. Please do tell, when the

first human created by so called GOD, what color was the first

human, and where was the first place that human roaming around

the earth???? Simple questions to ask GOD dan do TELL when GOD

will answer those questions to you..

According to some Bible person, human was created some 7000

years ago… any evidence to support that???

Last edited 3 days ago by Lucky Star
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You know, it’s funny how you say evidence, when you yourself is the

evidence that God exist. It is so simple, but requesting evidence is a

way to avoid the truth or possibility He is real….God is The Creator…

evidence is all around you … I use to think I was a blob of tissue with

no worth…that came from elementary school over 50 years ago…God

is not who you think He is…I dare you to find out for yourself. What’s

it going to hurt?🙃

Lol.

So earth is owned by he not a her now? So life doesn’t exist but

humans?

Your clueless.

You probably think you know everything too.

To find God means one has to surrender themselves and

acknowledge a greater power and authority in this world. No one

wants to be “submissive” in that way nowadays. But people fail to

realize that there is more freedom found in being able acknowledge

shortcomings while experiencing grace in mercy of forgiveness.

ESCAPE

Luk 21:34 And take heed to yourselves, lest at any time your hearts

be overcharged with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and cares of this

life, and so that day come upon you unawares. 35 For as a snare shall

it come on all them that dwell on the face of the whole earth. 36

Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted

worthy to ESCAPE all these things that shall come to pass, and to

stand before the Son of man. Luke is to the Bride of Christ pre-trib.

Mark is to the sleeping church they will not know. Mid-trib.

 
Act 2:21 And it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall call on the

name of the Lord shall be saved.

 
Perhaps as they run in fear of their lives. What will it take? One day it

will be impossible to choose to sit down when it is impossible to keep
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standing.

(1.) Call upon the Lord for salvation

 
(2.) Wait for Him to save you. It is not a religious do-it-yourself

system.

 
(3.) Faith comes by hearing His word applied to your heart.

Rom_10:17 “So then faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the word

of God.” Be in the word avoid the mind control music in church.

 
(4.) Faith is a work 1 Thess 3:1 Saving faith is His work in us to cause

us to believe the right way and not with a make-believe believing like

so many religious people at church have. They may have their faith in

Christ like an unsaved idol worshiper puts their faith in an idol. One

person said, “We have a better object of our faith in Jesus than an

idol made of stone.” Do you see the difference? We are not saved by

our faith in God. Street faith is like a hope-so faith in faith. “I hope I

win the lottery.” But Biblical saving faith is: We are saved by the

Faith of God see Rom 3:3 KJV. The Faith of Christ see

 
Gal 2:16 KJV many translators has changed the Bible to fit their

understanding of salvation. Faith means To Bring To Belief. It is His

work. Salvation is all His work and all His glory. For a person to try

to add to His perfect work is to discount it. Lam 3:25 The LORD is

good unto them that wait for Him, to the soul that seeks Him. 26 It is

good that a man should both hope and quietly wait for the salvation

of the LORD.

 
Rom_10:9 That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus,

and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised Him from

the dead, thou shalt be saved.

Is Christ so real to you that you know God must have raised Him

from the dead? It is not a make believe thing. Do not try to drum it

up with religious activity, that will just give you religious feelings, not

salvation. Only He can give that assurance to a person. Joh_6:44 No

man can come to me, except the Father which hath sent me draw

him: and I will raise him up at the last day. That word DRAW is more

like DRAG with the force of His will. He must use force to save a

person He has chosen to be saved because: Rom 3:10 As it is written,
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There is none righteous, no, not one:11 There is none that

understands, there is none that seeks after God.12 They are all gone

out of the way, they are together become

unprofitable; there is none that does good, no, not one. Eph 2:8 For

by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is

the gift of God:9 Not of works, lest any man should boast. The gift of

God is not something you can take by an act of your self will it must

be given, so you must wait on Him, He is your salvation. Joh_3:27

John answered and said, A man can receive nothing, except it be

given him from heaven. He is not religious make-believe faith.

Rev_3:3 Remember therefore how thou hast received and heard, and

hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come

on thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come

upon thee. God is never early and never late. David asked God to …

Psa_35:3 …say unto my soul, I am thy salvation.

 
Heb 11:5 “By faith Enoch was translated that he should not see death;

and was not found, because God had translated him: for before his

translation he had this testimony, that he pleased God.” A servant is

serving in waiting to do the master’s will not doing what he thinks his

master will is.

 
Jesus knows about salvation! Preachers should think! Mat 7:7

Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it

shall be opened unto you:

 
Mat 7:8 For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh

findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall be opened. (Dream BIG!

Stop playing in mud, to the beach)

 
Mat 7:9 Or what man is there of you, whom if his son ask bread, will

he give him a stone?

 
Mat 7:10 Or if he ask a fish, will he give him a serpent? (He will not

give you something that would hurt you and keep you from the best

like second best.)

 
Mat 7:11 If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your

children, (Do you know how to give good gifts to your children? They

should see the value of it and not misuse it and destroy it.)how much
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more shall your Father which is in heaven give good things to them

that ask him? (To find the best gift you must know your greats need.

This how to find it in your failure.)

 
Mat 7:12 Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should

do to you, do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the prophets.

(The law is not to help us live life, it is to show us our need for more

of His life in us so we can live. It is hard to come to the end of your

self and to see you greats need and not be poor in spirit, with no

power. Joh 1:12 “But as many as received him, to them gave he power

to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on his name: 13

Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the

will of man, but of God.” Only to those born again of His will.)

 
Mat 7:13 Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad

is the way, that leads to destruction, and many there be which go in

thereat:

 
Mat 7:14 Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which

leads unto life, and few there be that find it.

 
Many people say they are o.k. and do not see their need, but in

comparison to Jesus they see they are poor in spirit. He came to give

a new heart new, desires and an eternal love relationship with Him.

Mat 5:3 Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven.

I wonder if anyone made examples out of wide and narrow gates?

Stuff to prove and stuff approved to prove a thing.

All the metals and minerals listed on the Mendeleev table that are

found in the human body are also in the soil. Which proves. God

made man and woman physically. First came man, then woman out

of man and she has the same physical makeup he has. No big bang

theory here.

I feel very sad for you and you obviously support those NON

BELIEVERS — We Will Pray for You
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Praying for you. Praying for the Holy Ghost to enter your heart, take

away the hate and to give you faith.

Oh I’m with that prayer 1000%!! ‘They’ never ask proof of how a

‘vaccine’ made in 5 months can ward off covid. Just roll up their

sleeves and say, “Thank you sir, may I have another?”

That may be possible as the Bible is a genealogy chart to a certain

extent and traces lineages.

Humans were created 15,000 years back as a slave race to mine

monotopic gold for the Niburians from the planet Nibiru, that

needed the mineral to stabilize it’s planet’s atmosphere. Four DNA’s

of ET’s were used and we are not descended from apes, either or

various invented gods, like our handlers want us to believe. Nibiru is

4 times larger than earth and is in an eliptical orbit in our solar

system, but not on the same plane that our planets orbit in. After the

Nibirians got enuff mono gold and returned to their planet, the newly

minted earth humans became very smart and became highly

advanced in technology and lived like the “jetsons” in anti-gravity

vehicles and then the Nibirians, came back a hundred years later for

more mono gold, but found that their slaves became too far advanced

and would no longer work for them. So they took them over and re-

enslaved them and took their way of life away and setup three

governing rules to keep them for enslaved miners: the 3 rules to rule

the humans were: A. Foreign languages for confusion. B. Religion for

mind control. C. Money for debt enslavement.

 
These rules are still in operation on the earth today, too!!

 
The Galactic Federation of Light who are the main force of the white

hats are here to end these awful rules, still enslaving the earth’s

inhabitants and upgrade the inhabitants back to the 4th and 5th

densities of conscientious where we were originally at and end 3rd

density low vibrational, negative rule. Soon we will be using

hydrogen to fuel are vehicles, instead of dirty oil, along with med

beds, ant-gravity vehicles and a wonderful new way of life, devoid of

wars and hatred and it’s coming…..
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That became evident to people that understand “be careful what you

ask for you might get it”.

Well I don’t go to church every Sunday myself. but I do believe in our

Heavenly Father his Son and the Holy spirit. I’ve seen to much not to

believe at my age. If you’re young you have doughts but in time the

bless will appear. And I’m not talking riches there more to heaven

and earth we’ll never no as mortals. But some day.

Your calling me stupid? Lol.

Who says I’m young? Lol.

So only adults who believe in Christianity lies are the only ones

allowed to talk?

Sounds like Klaus schwab.

True Religion is to take care of the widows and orphans. Believing in

JESUS and asking HIM into your heart and asking HIM to forgive

your sins is not a Religion it’s an opportunity for you to have Eternal

life and a Relationship with HIM and a restoration of you back to the

FATHER. It was never meant to be difficult for us to ask for

forgiveness of our sins and to be restored back to the FATHER to

have a relationship with the FATHER, SON and the HOLY SPIRIT.

You are confusing FAITH IN GOD and RELIGION – not the same

and many do intermingle to two – remember, for example, the

Masons, Catholic Church, etc are religions – that says it all.

haha, yup and everyone has to be Christian to be human.

so yours is not religion? lol. what a load of shit.

so Christianity has to be forced one everybody and everyone else has

to love it?

so we can’t be free but be a slave?

where have i heard this before in history.
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If you aren’t affiliated with a religion then you subscribe to Moral

Relativism which is its own religion. Hence, everyone on this planet

subscribes to a “religion” of some kind.

I believe the real Flynn is a good guy. My first thought is to wonder if

the DS is planning to abduct Flynn and replace him with a DS clone.

They could have already done it. Remember he was in their custody

when this all started when they brought bogus charges against him.

Then it needs a fair amount of explanation, none of which I have on

hand. Research can hog up way too much time. Baxter can sum it up

but he doesn’t even do a lot of promised follow up.

Seems to me there should be similar white hat news in other

countries, like Russia if nothing else.

We all did. Now he has proven a liar and a traitor. He lied to

President Trump, too, who graciously pardoned him.

Hence, the clones – the Evil Ones had to be able to insert confusion

and doubt so TRUE PATRIOTS would tend to doubt even those most

worthy of our respect and gratitude.

They had clones going on long before our Lord and savior Jesus

Christ. The others from other planets brought it down to Earth.

Correct, so we know they have been cloning for 50 years or more and

hell they have commercial cloning facilities such as Clone Aid in

Canada which claims they can clone anything u want if u have the

money to pay for it. I seen a video on YouTube where one of those

twin Rappers claim he was cloned at Clone Aid. He had the

paperwork we claimed was issued to the cloned one.

Alien is a word of convenience. Alien means “foreign” which means

strange, unfamiliar or extraneous. If cloning has been taking place

for close to a century now, then imagine the variety of “beings” they

could have amassed by this time. We already know that cross-
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breading and hybrids are real in plants and animals. There should be

no doubts here of what else is capable if we also know about designer

babies and the splicing in of three different DNA to create a child

with all features prechosen.

I heard clones don’t know they are clones, but all clones are shards

off the original and the original feels what’s happening to the clone.

Kinda reminds me of voodoo dolls. When clone dies it’s soul chard

snaps back to source which is the real soul the chard was taken from.

iDK just sayin.

The shards from the original are only shards of the physical body.

There is no soul within the “shard.” Only God grants souls. Not

scientists. The shards are souless clones with no moral compass and

no light from the Creator.

many paranormal investigators on youtube who go to these haunted

places have souls and get possessed if not careful.

That makes sense as the clone is grown from cells (including brain

memory) taken from the original at a certain point in time. The

finished clone has no knowledge of events occurring after that point

in time as evidenced by the much younger Clinton clone thinking he

was still President and needing to call Al Gore. I have heard from

multiple sources that the cloning technology has been in use since

1938.

Yes they have been doing it for a long time. That was so bizarre about

Clinton….

Donald Marshall’s YouTube channel talk about something similar to

what you’re describing. He called it Transfer of Consciousness. Says

world leaders can have meetings in underground bases without

traveling there. They all have colones at different locations and when

the original person goes to sleep when they hit REM sleep

consciences they can use computers to transfer your consciousness

from your original body to the colones. Then when the original body
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wakes up the consciousness travels back to the original source with

all the memory and info that happened while the clone was

operating.

That Galactic Historian Andrew Bartzis reported similar things like

being multidimensional, living in other worlds simultaneously but

the changes to worlds happens during sleep time. Go to sleep in one

world, wake up in another. Eventually just hearing about it felt gross

and surreal and like a horror movie. IDK but there’s for sure people

lying to other people, even one clone is a deception on the world.

They can transfer memories and brain patterns only. These are not

the soul, only tools of the soul.

They are probably the soulless ones that some mystics and prophets

spoke of years ago regarding the end of these times.

Then their soul is somewhere on the other side. And the lump of

flesh is left behind to bury, cremate, or clone. And in reference to

“somewhere” on the other side, it is according to how you have lived

your life, as to where your soul goes. Some souls require more

“learning” than others….

Case in point, that poor girl Britney Spears and what she has spoken

about recently. Scary!

Now we have even more proof there are clones running around and

telling our families and friends who insist, wrongly, that MB is

writing fiction or lying about the deep state traitors being executed. I

saw Kevin McCarthy start work in the chamber and either the video

was funky, or his face as not the same.

 
After Nancy was executed, UI saw her body double, too. SO WE

KNOW THEY HAVE BEEN CLONED.

 
And to those who told me not to say they were clones, we who said

there are clones running around have been proven correct.
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YES! I saw a photo of Kevin McCarthy and knew right away that it

wasn’t the original. Same with clones/doubles/robotoids of Nancy.

There’s a photo online which is labeled to be a clone of Barbra

Streisand (who is said to have been already executed). The “clone” is

noticeably different from pictures of the original. Tom Hanks’ clone I

read was created with a cancer gene so that he could be phased out

without people suspecting anything unnatural.

I believe a Trump went underground around the time of the 2016

election. When he said “You’ll see me again in some form” a couple

yrs ago, that maybe meant he has something to do with a clone or

actor standing in for him. Kim Goguen said she was sure Trump had

died and that was the reason for his body double. Bizarre news from

what I’m also hearing is a CIA person, but she’s gone too now.

Whatever happens there’s still need to know going on.

There was not believe there is just reporting I’m quoting. The

deceptive ones seem believable on one point. The topic itself. The

questions people aren’t asking. The fact that Kim Goguen didn’t

come back after all she said makes out like a horror flick.

I also thought she was CIA or something like that. What do you mean

she is gone? Did she disappear from sight or is she dead?

The 15 attempts on his life are a very good reason to hire a double.

We all supposedly have 5-6 doubles in this world

TRUMP DID NOT DIE HE HAD MANY THREATS ON HIS LIFE SO

SOMETIMES HIS DOUBLE HAS 2 STAND IN 4 HIM

Can someone tell us where/when he prayed this ‘lucifer prayer’? Who

was he with?

Hank Hunneman’s church last year. And when journalists called him

out for letting Flynn lead that demonic prayer, he called them stupid.

Mike Flynn Gets Evangelical Crowd to Recite Adapted Elizabeth

Clare Prophet Prayer | Bartholomew’s Notes (barthsnotes.com)

https://barthsnotes.com/2021/10/07/mike-flynn-gets-evangelical-crowd-to-recite-adapted-elizabeth-clare-prophet-prayer/
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I remember decades ago there was talk of cloning a person for the

purpose of providing donor organs. But to clone someone with built-

in age (i.e., accelerated aging relative to what is normal) and then

add memories, seems like a stretch to me.

Amen.

There should be something in the exterior features of the clones that

can identify them.

I’ll pray about it.

Soulless eyes…they have glitches like a computer. Killary was a great

example when she was talking to reporters, and her head started

bobbling back and forth in a weird motion. The video is still out

there. Also, same with lady Gagag having a glitch where she was

completely still staring with no blinking eyes, no emotions. Shak also

had one on live TV one time, while I was watching. Kerry Perry

recently had a glitch at her concert, where her one eye kept closing,

and it was like she pushed on the side of her temple and her eye

opened up. Also, Beyonce has had several of them like shes in a

trance, so they haven’t completely perfected them yet. Britney spears

is another one, her dad was her handler, all clones have one.

You can pray and get answered in 5G years or you get answered

when you need to know anytime. When the collective needs to know

something like that As huge and crazy as it is, why? How did this

happen? Sounds like they can clone just good enough to temporarily

lie to people with these type of bodies. Sounds like they can transfer

the soul or spirit into such a body but only certain clones live long.

They are reported from the reincarnation base to put souls into

multiple bodies at the same time. One big situation is the twin flame

or your better half, the opposite sex that’s the other half of you.

Reports of clones like flat feet and no wisdom teeth don’t sound like

even a promising science.
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It might depend on the abilities of whatever group is doing the

cloning. There could be some seriously good clones somewhere or

just something else going on with look alikes, twins, doppelgängers…

I guess because I worked in healthcare field for 30 years, cloning

doesn’t seem that foreign to me. The technology has been around for

years, they cloned Dolly in the mid 80’s? They clone cats for

$25,000, and dogs for $50,000, imagine for a full grown human.

They can transfer memories, consciousness, and other things, maybe

that’s why Clinton didn’t know where he was at, the final stages

where not complete on his transference? Sounds like a bad scifi

movie, but that’s where we are at, celebrities have had clones for

years.

I can understand cloning the physical cells in a body but how can

someone clone memories and experiences? I would think the clones

would not have the same consciousness as the original since the

clone is born at a different time.

Trump was very quiet about the cloning until the report of the Ozarks

lab, then said he was not surprised. What? So he knew all along and

didn’t say a word? What else does he know about? Is Trump himself

a clone? Is he actually working for the deep state?

There is plenty of evidence suggesting Trump is a Freemason

working towards a Golden Age for Mankind as stated in the Protocols

of the Illuminated Suns of the Golden Dawn (part of the Luciferian

Brotherhood).

WHAT IS TRUTH?

Last edited 3 days ago by Mickey Mouse

Uh, no , unsupported declarations that you are making are like

mainstream media assuming people believe them because they just

state things in such a certain way in the all- knowing narrator style,.
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“There is plenty of evidence..”, when you have produced none. I look

at a person’s actions, not some unknown’s words.

then your easily gulliable. can be duped much faster. both words and

actions can deceive anyone.

Trump is walking a tightrope. While it’s hard for us to believe , to

most people, this is still scifi and would make a lot of them write him

off completely. I’m talking about people who voted for him.

Trump has been replaced by his brother. Clone expired.

Trump is Cult leader of a Greek “Apollo Cult”…look at the ceiling in

his NY Residence. Trump’s kink is trannies – he once owned all

tranny pageants himself. Like Tom Hanks hanging out with little

kids…except they are adults in the case of Trump

Trump has been cloned since 1989 when he was killed in helicopter

crash. Notice Trump’s first movie production occured in 1989.

“Trump lied about the Helicopter crash”

5 people were killed….not three as was originally reported.

independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/trump-

helicopter-crash-lie-barbara-res-new-york-organisation-

a9033476.html

Faith in God, our military, Pres. Trump is what we must believe in.

EVIL never sleeps and we will always need to be vigilant to protect a

world of peace and for people like Putin to be vindicated. GOD

BLESS AMERICA!

so let him scott free cause he is a Christian? lol. how many times has

this happen? hmm. too many. charles manson?

I’m so sick of these zombies. They’re like immortal cockroaches. This

cloning thing has got to made public or the truth can never be

explained.
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Just think that’s why they had so much energy and make another

movie after another movie and another movie sometimes three to

four in one year, how about they’re never tired they’re willing to do

the stunt so many times more and don’t complain, cloning goes way

back in the 30s also.

An apostle/ modern day prophet said that President Trump has

traitors within his inner circle and to be very leary of them all. Yes it

is sad that he simply cannot trust anyone around him (including

family – Jared); must be very stressful for him. But God, since he

destined him for the job will uphold him in these senseless fights.

IT’S VERY HARD KNOWING WHO’S A GOOD GUY & A BAD GUY.

LIKE BILL BARR – TOTAL TRAITOR – THEY PRAISED HIM FOR

A FKN YEAR. TURNS OUT HE’SD A FREEMASON DEVIL

WORSHIPPER. AND HIS FATHER GAVE JEFFERY EPSTEIN HIS

1ST JOB TEACHING IN A PRIVATE SCHOOL IN NYC & THE

PEDOPHILE HAD ABSOLUTELY NO TEACHING DEGREES. THEY

R ALL CORRUPT & HOOKED UP WITH EACH OTHERS FAMILES

FOR FKN DECADES – 100 YEARS & THEY R ALL CONNECTED

THRU FREEMASONRY & DEAVIL WORSHIP & CHILD

TRAFFICKING & SACRIFICING! ALL FKN MONSTERS.AND

BANCEL FOR PHIZER WAS HUNG & NOW HE’S ALL OVER TV??

WTF?? SAME AWHILE BACK WITH CLINTON & DR. FAUCI.

FAUCI MADE VIDEO SPEECHES LABELED ALL THE WAY UP TO

2025….SICK, EVIL BASTERDS.

oh, it runs much deeper mate.

even religion can be corrupted.

no human can eb truly good or bad. just bunch of lowlfies. humans

are weak Basterds.

thats why aliens hates humans.
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I voted down the above post because reading the Bible is not as great

a suggestion as some think.

Jesus replaced Yom Kippur

 
This is My blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many for

the forgiveness of sins.

Jesus mentioned consuming body and blood

 
Every Last Supper speaks of consuming body and blood and Gospel

of John goes beyond metaphor

 
Jesus ran afoul of Lev 17: 10 //

Jesus says, “In the past you’ve heard this, but I say this.”

 
“Moses said this, I say this.”

 
Jesus is not endorsing [all of] the Mosaic teachings. He repudiates

[some of] them.

 
In Luke and Matthew, Jesus asks,

 
Which of you fathers, when asked by your children for food/bread

would give them snakes?

 
Jesus is actually referencing Numbers 21, 5-6:

 
and spoke against God and against Moses: “Why have you led us up

out of Egypt to die in the wilderness? There is no bread or water, and

we detest this wretched food!”

 
So the LORD sent venomous snakes [not manna, here] among the

people, and many of the Israelites were bitten and died.

Jesus spoke against God, Moses, and Torah. He distanced himself

from Torah, from that vision of Yahweh.

Christian concordences wouldn’t want Jesus to criticize Num 21: 6,

but Jesus should have been more careful by saying something like,

“you don’t give hungry children snakes–but I’m not criticizing the

Torah at Num 21: 6.

Jesus called Pharisees evil brood of vipers (Mt 12: 34) // Stephen,

Paul, James, the brother of John, and Peter got in trouble with

Jewish authorities because of Jesus.
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Jesus was a false prophet just as Jewish Apocalypticism was a failed

hypothesis.

I want to know what is animating clones because energy is a thing.

The memory is up to the point of the sample used I guess but this is

ridiculous. It’s fakery and these clones can’t really live too long can

they? What’s all the reasons they bother cloning these people?

Trump is giving a recent speech and he’s saying nothing about actors,

body doubles, or clones, but he’s talking about Joe Biden as if he’s

not a body double or actor or even a clone.

‘’Think about them mind reading, they know all thoughts in a

person’s head at MILABS, because they told me but, what happened

to a clone maybe is before the person finds out there’s such a thing as

clones, that’s when they might clone them or store a sample for it, or

they might know they themselves could be a clone. They might have

started suspecting someone was a clone so that memory would come

out in the clones?

Some say he wants to be President. And he once said that Q is a joke

and not to listen to him!!! That’s insane!

Psychic are listening to evil spirits who lie, these same spirits the

cabal worshipped and sacrificed children, they can also appear good

not ugly looking…don’t be deceived….their tool is deception and

disguise, be aware who you listen to and who you follow…

I wouldn’t say that Julie Green of Julie Green Ministries is a psychic,

but many of her prophesies have come true.

Last edited 3 days ago by Tzippo

George Webb had many videos with some including photos with

Susan Rice at some conference. Not sure if can still be found on YT

Bluewater on bitchute has been putting out that Flynn was bad all

along, and is now at gitmo…..
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The article doesn’t say he is DS. Only that a clone of him was found.

Possibly clones, like people, can be brainwashed.

This is a truly frightening idea, and all too possible. In with all the

black hat people/clones, now there may be white hat clones turned

bad to contend with.

Scary thought.

Too many politicians & celebs. SOLD THEIR SOULS for big financial

gains.

 
And too many DS hang overs from the Military Industrial Complex

with CIA /NAZI mentality (KHAZARIAN MAFIA) is a network of

individuals and institutions involved in the production of weapons

and military technologies. The military-industrial complex in a

country typically attempts to marshal political support for continued

or increased military spending by the national government. Runs for

the Kzarian CROWN of London & Rome. Stolen Election any one?

Slavery of the world’s people.

KEEPING SOUL – Beyond

“If someone told me that I could live my life again free of depression

provided I was willing to give up the gifts depression has given me–

the depth of awareness, the expanded consciousness, the increased

sensitivity, the awareness of limitation, the tenderness of love, the

meaning of friendship, the appreciation of life, the joy of a passionate

heart–I would say, ‘This is a Faustian bargain!

 
Give me my depressions. 

 
Let the darkness descend. 

 
But do not take away the gifts that depression, with the help of some

unseen hand, has dredged up from the deep ocean of my soul and

strewn along the shores of my life. 

 
I can endure darkness if I must; but I cannot live without these gifts.

I cannot live without my soul.’ (p. 188)” ― David Elkins, Beyond
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IT’S ALL KHAZARIAN JU-BAS-TERD NAZI’S. LIKE GEORGE

SOROS. JEWS & NAZI’S ARE CLOSELY RELATED. JUST LIKE

THE CEO BANCEL HAD MEETINGS WITH THE FKN POPE –

ANOTHER PEDOPHILE CHILD TRAFFICKER & KILLER.

WHITE HATS DO NOT MAKE CLONES. FROM THESE STORIES…

I’M NOT SURE THEY KNOW HOW TO??

Sometimes he says great things and other times not so great. He used

to be in Q drops non stop and yet he says Q doesn’t exist. It’s weird.

Flynn was the right arm of Clinton Killary and always did the dirt job

for her in many cases using his spook experience

33 years of spook

 
Always has been registered as Democrat and still is

Was behing the Russia Russia Russia and spying in the back of

Trump

Trump fired him

I will spare you what I came to regarding Child Trafficking and its

direct involvement

If you wants to be back-stabbed by a master spook… Trust Flynn !

I read about Flynn’s involvement re: human trafficking on Timothy

Holmseth’s website. TimothyCharlesHolmseth dot com. Like MB,

TCM’s story has always remained consistent. He was a journalist in

ND/MN (where I’m from) before he started covering the Cabal.

Another website of his is writeintoaction dot com. Interview with

Isaac Kappy on that site and other interesting articles.

Right.

The Flynn some are referencing from “Q-Post” was on 4ch (forget

about 8ch which is a forgery) and that was NOT General Flynn but

someone else who used “Kevin Flynn” as Pseudonym and allowed
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Special Forces to take down the infamous servers called “Snow White

and the 7 Dwarfs”

on 4ch they were telling they are protecting their Patriot and

referencing about “Flynn” which I believe is “Kevin Flynn”

And Yes, Timothy Charles Holmseth did exposed General Flynn and

is supposedly in WINSEC

If only people knew about General Flynn and who he really is… they

would be sick to their stomach…

Master Spook is all about Smoke & Mirror

 
33 years experience in the matter

He is friend with DeSantis who also is a school boy using Smoke &

Mirror… I guess he did learn from Flynn?

Flynn himself says he was teaching PsyOps…

I think that’s the real reason they imprisoned Flynn – for failing to

keep his job with Trump. He was to be Trumps handler but he got

fired so they punish him with prison – to fool Trump. It worked &

Trump pardoned him.

Yes but lots of people have flat feet that are not clones. The main

criteria for identification is that they have absolutely no empathy, no

soul, and are often possessed. And this is obvious when you look into

their eyes.

“and are often possessed” That would definitely explain a lot about

them. And this actually makes sense while also being the most simple

explanation of all.

Clones do not possess the dental work of the original (caps, posts,

root-canals, fillings). People who have lost their rear molars are

people who had their wisdom-teeth removed.
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I Never heard of cloned mammals coming from the “womb” with

physical deformities…that sounds like something “other than a

clone”…why would anyone pay for a defective facsimile of a $2

million/yr hereford steer which only has genes for three legs? …or no

testicles?

”Cloned animals’ have slight variations in external details such as

hair patches, skin inflammation, etc, yet they are genetically identical

(that’s what “clone” means).

These uni-party clone-army tales sound too fantastic to be acceptable

until further details emerge. To be blunt, this nonsense sounds like a

counter-narrative to divert attention from the bowels of darkness

which sits at the basement of thus shit-house:

…they can clone your child as many times as they want without your

consent….to torture them, dismember them, eat them…as IF they

were in possession of your child…and this is precisely what all of this

bullshit is about. The pedos and narcissitic sociopaths of ODNI want

your children, they want them for eternity, as slaves, and playthings

that they can eat when finished with them. You will go to sleep every

night knowing there is at least one human on this earth who forfeits

their humanity to torture and eat your child.

now, if you have no 2nd thoughts about killing clones, what will you

do when you find out they have cloned your child as their personal

sex-object to be tortured until dead….within 3 weeks of arrival.

Are you so anxious to kill clones in the context of cloned children

who were sold by human traffickers?

or the clone who only wants to die under their own control, rather

than face the excruciatingly painful death that awaits them at the

hands of people indifferent to their plight.

Last edited 2 days ago by Hayyim
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You seem to have forgotten that ALL schools swabbed your

child’with the “Covid test”…they have the DNA and photo of your

children.

pedo networks keep massive libraries, like a menu, where pedos

share photos of children at playgrounds while describing all the

tortures they will perform.

i have been tracking ghouls on internet since 2003; you cannot

plumb the depths of their depravity even if you raed a library full of

pedo books.

The original goal was to leave 500 million on earth – everyone

thought they were culling the herd.

They are not culling the herd – they are killing everyone and

replacing with a clone who has a shelf-life…if their clones want more

time to live (adrenochrome) they must comply.

The plastic surgeries do not clone either….that’s why the clones

appear “a little off” everytime one is revealee…many plastic

surgeries…

Gender “pronouns don’t clone either….if they are MtF trans, then,

they will show up as a man….first….

Jan, imho, both sides play the clone thing according to sources. In

fact, the white hats were the first to use clones, doubles etc.. after

most if not all key DS operative were arrested or have capitulated

because of Declass. JB is an example of a clone or at least a double

whose handler is Q+. Oh btw, this is the real Delavic from the Lone

Star State. Blessings,

OR, they are planning to get rid of the real general Flynn and replace

him with clooney.
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Presumably they should be able to bring him in and confirm whether

or not he is real. If not, then this would be a most interesting

situation to deal with.

I agree. Would be in the dark sides best interest to clone their

enemies and infiltrate. Look no further than Dave Chapelle

After that after thatworried about it they can do a test that’s what

they say, remember there’s a story on here saying that everybody that

has been killed like Hillary and everybody are in a freezer and going

to be tested to see if they’re the real OEM by God 😁, so I don’t think

that worried about it.

Deep State couldn’t use-and-abuse General Flynn, so Deep State

cloned General Flynn. We know who “they” are because “they” are

PROFILED in Proverbs 6:16-19 as a warning to humankind not to

“imitate.”

Wherever “they” are on Earth, humankind know who “they” are …

the non-humans that fell from the Heavens like burned-out stars

because “they” lost the light of Father God Jesus’s Holy Spirit as soon

as “they” touched down upon Earth as Father Jesus said.

Jesus said “THEY” are the “SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN.” And here we

are in the 21st Century and “they” are sustaining “their” 6,000-year

agenda to “genocide humankind and destroy Earth.”

MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2023: Brian Deese (hanged), Stephen

Hahn (hanged). 

 
NOTE: On January 26, 2023, Special Forces discovered and

destroyed a cloning laboratory located 25 miles north of Fort Yukon,

Alaska, containing clones of William Barr, Cori Bush, Alexandria

Ocasio Cortez, Michael Flynn, Mitch McConnell, Gavin Newsom,

Ilhan Omar, Nancy Pelosi, John Roberts. (Real Raw News)

 
 

 
MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2022. Alec Baldwin (hanged),

Stéphane Bancel (hanged), Bridget Brink (hanged), Dick Cheney
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(hanged), Francis Collins (hanged), Shannon Corless (hanged),

Jennifer Brigid O’Malley Dillon (firing squad), Michael Donilon

(hanged), Anita Dunn (hanged), Anthony Fauci (hanged), Avril

Haines (two head-shots), Valerie Jarrett (hanged), Loretta Lynch

(hanged), Denis McDonough (two head-shots), Gavin Newsom

(hanged), Nancy Pelosi (hanged), Sonia Sotomayor (hanged), Brian

Stelter (hanged), Michael Sussman (firing squad), Thomas Vilsack

(hanged). 

 
NOTE: On December 22, 2022, Special Forces discovered and

destroyed a cloning laboratory in Missouri Ozarks containing clones

of Joseph Biden, Anthony Fauci, and Chuck Schumer. (Real Raw

News) 

 
 

 
MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2021. Huma Abedin (hanged), Bill

Barr (hanged), Joe Biden (firing squad), Hunter Biden (hanged),

Deborah Birx (firing squad), John Brennan (hanged), George Bush

Sr. (euthanized), George Bush Jr. (hanged), Bill Clinton (homicide),

Hillary Clinton (hanged), Chelsea Clinton (hanged), James Comey

(guillotine), Andrew Cuomo (hanged), Bill Gates (hanged), Tom

Hanks (euthanized), John McCain (two head-shots), Mark

Mezvinsky (hanged), John Podesta (firing squad), Colin Powell

(suicide), Susan Rice (hanged), Donald Rumsfeld (suicide), Adam

Schiff (hanged), Peter Scolari (hanged). (Real Raw News) 

 
 

 
MILITARY DETENTIONS IN 2021–2023. Jerome Adams

(detained), Bill Ayers (life imprisonment at GITMO), David Axelrod

(detained), James Baker (detained), Miguel Cardona (20 years

imprisonment at GITMO), German-born “cloning scientist”

(detained), Amy Coney Barrett (detained), Maria Barret (detained),

Patricia Conrad (detained), Melinda Gates (detained), Ron Klain

(detained), Michael Malanoski (detained), Paul Pelosi (life

imprisonment at GITMO), Eli Roth (detained), George Soros

(detained), Elijah Wood (detained), Jeff Zients (autopsy underway).

(Real Raw News)
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Where is Joe Biden execution on RRN? Last article I saw was he was

kept in a basement room on the east coast in fear of cov19.

Thanks for the detailed list FireDog. I was going to make one myself,

but procrastinated long enough that you did all the work for me.

Did I misunderstand MB? I thought Special Forces captured the

clone lab in Alaska for the White Hats to study, not destroy. Some of

the cloning tanks were hit with ricochets, not intentional. Maybe my

comprehension is off.

Super job on list.

Thanks Firedog, but you got a few that we’re NOT reported by RRN –

Joe Biden for example.

Pencil neck got the salute treatment not hanged as per RRN article

that can be found in archive

I see an error in your list already. Adam Schiff was executed by firing

squad, according to this site.

Unless I missed a retcon. Did Baxter later write that the one executed

by firing squad was a clone or an android or a body double or an

android of a clone of a body double?

I admit that I tuned out after first season and I am just coming back

in now to see that the plot is still meandering but the sci-fi elements

are really picking up.

Trump is a genius and played Flynn while Flynn thought he was

playing Trump…

I also do notice Flynn doesn’t look like Flynn since a while

But people who convinced themselves that Flynn was good won’t buy

it even with evidences in front of them. This is why that shit show is

lasting…
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I have thought for quite some time that Flynn was DS. It was the

things he said and the things he did…

Very good possibility that 99.9999% of all of the clones in that

Alaskan clone lab where definite confirmed black hat clones were

found & this indicates that white hat clones will be made, but not in

the very high number of black hat ones. With all of the lies &

deception of The Deep State Rats nothing surprises me in the least as

they are capable of most anything & their total desperation now will

produce many very disastrous bad decisions on their part as well. We

will win with God’s help but Almighty God can not do it all entirely

alone.

Agreed! About a year ago, I saw on a couple different websites that

Flynn was D/S. My first reaction was shock, then figured it was just

disinformation. But the other day on Steve Bannon’s War Room,

Flynn was on and it was so obvious he was a hologram. So yes, now

we know for sure. Wow, I’m as surprised as when I found out Pence

was one of them. It’s no wonder why Trump is favored by God! He

really doesn’t have many true political patriots around him (if any,

for that matter!). Oh heavenly Father, please surround all your

warrior angels around him and our brave military and keep them

safe from all evil! 🙏🙏🙏

Yeah – wow; what a shock!

 
I still believe the original Flynn is solid and good, but what if he has

already been replaced by a clone?? Hopefully this was a copy meant

to replace him and has not yet been placed… ugh!

This stuff is straight out of the movies. This whole story SO need sot

be made into a long form TV series some day.

I believe that Gen Flynn is a triple agent and I can’t figure out who he

works for, white hats, black hats, gray hats, yellow hats, red

hats……..and I don’t even think he has the foggiest idea who he works
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for, or what color of hat he wears, or he has no idea of who he is

either…I’m totally vexed…

“He then told Special Forces a tale most people would consider

ludicrous. In the spring of 2017, just after first thaw, a man who

looked like and claimed to be President William Jefferson Clinton

emerged from the woods on an ATV. He insisted he was Bill Clinton

but had no idea where he was. He said he’d escaped imprisonment

and had to notify both his wife and Al Gore that he was alive.”

Bill Clinton unaware of his location is nothing new…perhaps to kill

time, DS clones bill clinton, give him a skidoo, and hunt him for

sport in Gwichin lands…

That’s just it. What else are they doing in the movies that they could

actually be doing in real life? 🤔 Perhaps movies will give us clues..

every day that passes by I think things can’t get much crazier and

then they do! This game of life on Earth is not for the weak! Each

person reading this should be very proud of yourself and the bravery

it took just to come down here and start this thing called life! It’s a

wild ride! Keep fighting the good fight and keep the faith that

light/love wins!

He may have been captured and copied.

 
There is no telling what the capabilities are.

Your hypothesis does not take Flynn’s long dark past faithfully and

loyally serving the Clintons into even a modicum of tiny

consideration but in fact ignores or outright dismisses it as irrelevant

and inconsequential

You are reading in too much.

My statement was that Flynn may be cloned.

 
By who and for what purpose is not known.

I am new – kinda, but by your comment, you are saying Mike Flynn

is one of them? a deep state??????? help please, wow
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Why not cloning Trump then, at least it would serve a Deep State

purpose rather than wasting time with someone as underdog as

Flynn… Who’s from Deep State is afraid from Flynn and who’s afraid

from Trump… so why cloning Flynn rather than Trump???

Maybe because he is part of them as well as all the other they are

cloning.

IF I would have to built a winning team to beat my opponents, I

would not clone my opponents to beat me from within… you can try

to tell you can control them…

…and you do not clone someone who is “alive and well” unless you

know they are about to die in a short term and make people believe

they are still alive and well…

I believe alot of good guys have been killed and replaced with clones

that would obey. I believe alot of our White Hat officers hat to play a

part in this for years to gain intel. Rogers and Flynn being 2 of them.

I do remember Barrs odd visit to Alaska a few years ago…hmm?

History will tell us the truth when this war is over. I am not the

judge.

Michael Flynn try to make you swallow he was caught LYING to the

FBI… a master spook from 33 years experience… In my belief it was

part of an elaborate plan to sink Trump while being himself

victimized by the mad FBI… but Trump sink his plan by pardoning

him and had to change course and plan… then came The request to

use the Military to remove Biden and say out loud he won… which

would have triggered Martial Law and Universal Chaos because Deep

State is rooter everywhere… NATO would have come with Military

Industrial Complex and the US would have fall from outside and also

by within… Trump sunk that plan too… Then came January 6th

where the plan was to make mass causualties and Blame Trump

speech made earlier… used & paid Antifa/BLM and even Oath

Keeper to carry on the plan… ONE “shot dead” as Patriots refused to
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comply with repeated push to come IN… Trump gave the order to get

National Guard, most people think its Pelosi fault… NOPE, it was

Charles Flynn who did refuse to sent them… what happened the next

day to Charles Flynn??? He was promoted !

Flynn is a master spook and know how to operate PsyOps to make

believe he is the good guy, but he is not… Money & Power + Secret

Societies rule this world (or was until Trump came IN and was not

supposed to)

Mike Flynn refuse to tell for who he voted in 2016

 
My guy is telling me he did vote Clinton because he is the guy in the

Clinton shadow since the beginning.

He is also the one who handle Ron DeSantis who was FOR the

vaccine and then change his mind from sudden… because vaccine

was NOT popular and was sinking his chance for The Presidency…

Flynn as Desantis play “Smoke & Mirror” and if you are distracted by

such, you cannot see what they do beside… like a magician does its

trick.

in my opinion, Flynn is dead the same as Biden & Clinton and many

others… they won’t tell us because too many believe he is a good

guy… the 2.0 is not a clone but an actor and he must show who really

was Flynn 1.0 until everyone can see it… to have told people, too

many wouldn,t have believe it… some truth need to be found out by

people… not to be told…

Last edited 2 days ago by WindGhost

I had my doubts on him but this is like firecracker blasting on the

hand.

 
Dude will be gone and never missed too.

WHAT THE FUCK DOES THAT EVEN MEAN??? DOUBTS ABOUT

WHAT? FLYNN BEING A FKN TRAITOR OR FLYN BEING KILLED

BY THE BLACK HATS? DO;N’T U FUCKERS KNOW HOW TO
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WRITE A COMPLETE THOUGHT WITH A FKN MEANING??

YOUR COMMENT MEANS SHIT – NOTHING. FKN COMPLETELY

STUPID.

Dispatch all clones before they become functional and then take out

all of the original evil soulless satanic pieces of shit.

like yourself? im sure you would replace them with christians too

then force everybody to be in religion.

I hope Ericwas still “is” after word gets back to the DS about his

helpful information. His is a great example of what needs to be

among the population. Hey, the Super Bowl is coming up soon. It

would change the country in a few short moments if the White Hats

could find and bring out Damar Hamlin for the halftime show.

Last edited 3 days ago by David

There’s one in St. Marie Montana. A unique one. A CUSTODES. A

LIBRARIAN.

 
But, he’s real angry. He saw two of those chinooks fly by yesterday. Is

“time” and “space” UNDERSTOOD? KNOWN OF? TAUGHT to be

LEARNED??? Just askin, Wi KNOW, it is not. It’s not SINGULAR, it

is not LINEAR, nor is “it” as SIMPLE, as PLURAL. PARTICLE

PEOPLE, are UNIQUE, but not ABOVE, or BENEATH, any

MIDDLE-EARTH, LAW. The One Hu, that CREATED The 10,000.

Yet my identity is denied, as are those of the 10k, founders of The

40k!! War Hammer, Halo, and many others, not just a “game”.

That’s a fact, that desperately needs to be swallowed. Re-Incarnation

is REAL. NATURAL Re-Incarnation, not via “cloning”. General

“Patton”, mr, lying ass George, better tell the TRUTH!!! He’s the

asshole from my boot camp, recruit patton, former army

radio/comm dick. “Mr Anderson”, before the 2012 event, “Mike

Loughry” from JJrH, 1985-86. Locate close with and apprehend!!!

 👁
 

I’m HERE to Help Actually Teach Everyone-HATE, but of course, I
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was raised to speak in plain speak, and wasn’t taught a damn thing

about me, past lives, nothin. Were You?? I KNOW, changing looks,

won’t “hide” You from my EYES. I’ll recognize You. Obama, is now a

power “ranger” on Netflix!!! Look, and train YOUR EYES. The new

Spider Man movies, with the “Vulture”, look close. Live action and

green screen, together, to SHOW and TRAIN, the EYES. You all

stopped reading books, Wi had to do SOMETHING, NOTHING told

US too. 🤓
 

George Burnis Jessop, BLACK HELMET, 3 STARS✨ Faction, not

fiction.

Last edited 3 days ago by Joseph

Who or what Joseph is has been really stirred up by the above. Bears

watching.

Hi Zee. Question. What do I have to do to move up on your list? One

day, I’d like to be TROLL #1, so any advice you have would be

appreciated.

Keep saying mean medical mafia things to truthers. Things like “you

need meds”, “you forgot your meds” is even worse…

Or say what k.ai/bi.ggs liked to say, ”nothing is happening”, ‘you’re

being lied to’, “there’s no plan”, ‘Mole people are real’, “QBall & MB r

the same”..😄 I guess Ron is he now?🤔 Or kip saying the earth is

flat. “Jan Huntsinger hates Americans”, or call Zee ‘British Shill’ 😄

Last edited 3 days ago by Sojourner111

blindly trusting the plan or watching grifters on social media dosnt

actually make someone a truther. it makes them a low iq sheep no

different than the vaccine injured masses.

HAy dick breath Billy you got anything good to say every time you’re

on here you’re fucking saying something negative to somebody you

little jack off go to Detroit and get schooled properly. And I’d be more

than happy to give you a lesson
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i dont think hes gay… this also isnt a gay dating site. there are sites

for that. not here.

You, sir, do not speak “plain speak.” Your ramblings are virtually

indecipherable words of a madman. If you’ve something to actually

say, try merely saying it, straight up.

I don’t believe the notion of “reincarnation.” However, I do believe

the renegade angels are roaming Earth genociding humankind and

destroying Earth, but soon “they’ll” be cast into the Lake of Fire for

“their” crimes against Father, Jesus, and humankind as Father

promised.

Soon wtf, and everyone knows exactly when Jesus is coming back.

“SOON”. No function to happiness happens on “soon” thing happen

after specific details happen first in a plan, or on a time if the event

can have the power to command and control time.

Tell me something; When Mr. Jesus comes back, will he be dressed

in his old Roman hippy rags with long hair and beard, or will he be

updated to current attire of the times with cut hair, shaved off beard

and Hart & Bently 3 piece suit with a brief case or laptop case and

plenty of doe in his wallet to rent venues to tell the world he’s back?

If and when Mr. Jesus does comes back, how is he going to present

himself to the general public stating he is the one and only, real nitty

gritty, absolute, genuine white man’s god, from Roman times? He

will need some cash to rent a stadium, providing he has convinced,

perhaps some followers, maybe…

Well, just read this…interesting, I didn’t know you understood God’s

plan without even knowing Him. How did you do that? Did you do

your own research? Wow….

What new strain of cannabis have you been smoking? Is it the latest 5

star winner of the month….
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I think he’ll be fine, David. He wasn’t conveying information that the

entire village didn’t know. And they will have extended family in

other villages who know the same information. It’s just that, as elder,

he had the discretion on whether or how much to share with the

outsiders. The Arctic is said to be one small town spread out over

hundreds of square miles.

Last edited 3 days ago by Laura G.

He goes good and bad so there could be more than one Flynn

operating.

Maybe to keep things quiet right now..we have to see a double. Either

one has no real heart felt words to say.

It’s not logical that they would use a clone of Gen Flynn if he is still

alive & active in the public. Once the public sees Flynn appearing in

two places at the same time, the ‘clone theory’ would be exposed.

Yes, that would explain it. Why didn’t Hank Kunneman pick up on

it? Or maybe he did and doesn’t want to reveal it for whatever

reason. I have long wondered why people in congress don’t recognize

phonies, doubles, clones, etc.

Most in Congress and the media are controlled via blackmail or pay

offs. Or both. No one talks. It’s weird, isn’t it.

Perhaps Kunneman is another of the fake Christian pastors owned by

the cabal. If the church is 501c3, don’t trust it. Read the prophecies of

Mark Taylor & you’ll see what God told him will happen to the fake

church/pastors/teachers.

Consider the source of the media. If it comes from MSM,Flynn is

likely a clone.

I’m good with Forensics. He has always reminded me of a young

Timothy McVeigh, whom I saw Photos of working for the Military in

Georgia, After he was supposedly Executed years ago.
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Me, too!! I couldn’t believe he was saying that but I heard him quite

clearly!

Well they could have it to replace him, or they have it because he is

one of them…

Yes they could. They can replace their own if WE take them out OR

they can make a phony one who does what they want. Both are

possible.

And Pat N. . .if they did and he was NOT one of them he would speak

up.

They’d only have built to cause big trouble…hope there is no more

else where of him

Baxter must be desperate for ratings if he is trying to write in this

plot twist now after years of story threads going nowhere.

We are coming to understand the true depth of dark arts. If we knew

the precise truth about this, we would realize that undoubtedly, we

are not at war with flesh and blood, but principalities and powers of

the air. Ultimately, we can fight in that war, but it is only winnable by

God the creator. And that is exactly what He will do. Win.

Last edited 3 days ago by Angry-disabled-geezer

I have “christian” friends that go all the way back to the earliest

truthers like Bill Cooper etc, that are asking about why they were

killed for their whilst blowing on the DS and why are the DS taters

now NOT being killed off. They see them as DS taters like Quan O

Savin, Flynn etc. That this is all some kind of Mil Ops playing off

both sides and make everyone confused as FOK to confuse the

masses. They think that this is all to confuse all the people into

believing that the QFS is one HUGE psyop for the white hat partition

of “freemasonry” to take over the black hats like in black and white

majik. Both work on destroying the other for the power and we are

cannon fodder. I can see how this is possible, but I cant see for the
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likes of me, how they can do this when they know that Yahusha is the

winner of this battle between good and evil, dead set on this belief.

Anything is possible with God/Yahuwah. This has been purposely

done to confuse them that have NO true faith, no true hope, watched

too many movies that have brainwashed them into a certain way of

thinking. What say you???

Last edited 3 days ago by Les

The Ultimate Goal of these creatures is to belittle, degrade, laugh at,

humiliate, mock and to do do Anything as well as Everything possible

to literally CRUSH The Human Spirit. This is including their millions

of attempts to remove God from your presence, your Country, Home,

Sight, Hearing, Learning, Teaching, Speaking About, Assembling,

Marrige, Children, Schools and the most important one, they wish

would be the Minds of Humanity and the Ability to Naturally,

Biblically Pro-Create their own kind, which they Can’t. Please KNOW

that THEY NEED US, WE DO NOT NEED THEM!! We Are supposed

to be like Jesus’s Disciples and Do have the Power to Expel Demons

in Jesus’s Holy Name. They are stronger, more cunning though, so

learn this somehow. May God Be With Each of Us.

You are doing math with the wrong demographics…

Not a single one of the groups you mention are Trinitarin Christians.

Every single Freemasonry Lodge, worldwide is dedicated to “john the

Baptist” and/or John the Evangelist.

John the Baptist was a Jew named “Yahohanon Ben Zekhariya

haKohen Zadok”. Freemasonry therewith claims to represent John

the Baptist as a Guiding light of their text – King James Version 1611.

who isn’t trinitarian?

Mormons

 
Black Hebrew Israelites

 
Druze
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Molokh cultists

Baphomet cultists

 
Wiccan cultists

 
…and of course Rabbinic and Qaraite Jews.

there are more…but none of them ahould be expected to embrace

your evangelizing….it’s damned inappropriate to incessantly

evangelize…it’s worse than kids pretending to sell chocolate candy

bars for $1 door-to-door.

Last edited 14 hours ago by Hayyim

Yes Sir!! Thank you for your bravery, courage, sacrifice and service

for our Country and her People. Old geezers never die, they just join

back with the Spirit of God for a future Mission on occasion, and

enjoy their time with God and their Heavenly experience. Godspeed!!

What’s amazing to me is that these secret cloning labs seem to be

done within a secret group within the military and that even the top

military brass, although the good guys, haven’t caught a whiff of

these going ons up until now. Maybe they are a deep state secret

section of the FBI? Anyway, my other assumption is this is tax payer

funded rather than private monies.

Some have. General Berger is old school and knew of the rumors but

doubted their veracity.

Somehow we didn’t seem to catch any of the heavy helicopter traffic

on radar. I hope MB pushes for answers on how they were powering

this facility. I wouldnt be surprised if there was a tunnel underneath

this place linking to other facilities.

Sinister stuff. Considering this lab was “powered off the grid” I am

almost certain that the Deep State is collaborating with the Mole

People on this one.
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Research Tartaria. There were ways to gather Aether energy for

electricity, known to us as recently as the World Fairs, & yet kept

from people, because it was free.

Tesla back enginered Tatarian buidings and Russia released secret

files on the abilities of Tatarians. See Tatarian info images. Today

homes exist at the top of the Volga River. DS is adding flat-earth BS

to most sites on Tartarian Buildings. Ignore the Flat Earth BS it’s

amazing — how many ignorant peole think it’s true. I know a pilot

who knows better and Gene DeCode proves the earth is like a ball

and not a flat round. Knowing your math can prove ball shaped earth

I taught in Selawik, about 400 miles from Fort Yukon, for four years.

Powering a place like this site need only involve river access and a

barge. Our entire village received stove oil via barges to Kotzebue and

then sent upriver during the thaw on somewhat smaller craft. That

powered our electrical plant for the winter. It wouldn’t surprise me to

find a more exotic answer, but let’s rule out the mundane first.

Mole ppl? That’s it, you’re k.ai/b.iggs. I read ur cmts 1st time 2days

ago, I thought u sound familiar. ‘The sly k.ai who flies like a fly in the

sky’. U haven’t stopped what u r doing. U must leave the wrong side

& come to the right side!

That certainly explains a lot, including that 30-year younger “Hillary

Clinton” who keeps showing up. Hopefully there is a quick way to

determine the real from the fake besides flat feet and no second

molars.

If made from the same DNA, why not sound the same? Actors have

also proven an impressive & uncanny ability to mimic someone else’s

speech & mannerisms. Doing ‘impressions.’ This ‘Hillary’ is also six

inches shorter i believe, so likely an actress?

Same vocal chords. Also, I don’t think they sound just the same.

When I hear some of them I know something i off.
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If this stuff is all so easy why did they do such an awful job with the

Damar Hamlin double?

Millions of us watched her die on 9-11-16, tossed into the Secret

Service ambulance like a sack of potatoes. They rushed her to

‘Chelsea’s Apartment’, actually a medical trauma unit, and a short

while later an actress came out of the building to prove the Hillbeast

was still alive and well.

https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=8sHM9SDpmMQ

Yup. No Secret Service agents anywhere near the stand-in. The

photo-op with the little girl was a nice touch. That should have been

proof that wasn’t HRC that walked out of the building Chelsea lived

in but back then ‘the masses’ were ‘fast asleep’ and under the Main

Stream Media’s spell back then.

Long ago, I saw/heard truther clips online that they brought HRC

back but she had to wear ‘stuff’ to keep her alive. That is why she

looked so ‘frumpy’ after this incident. But according to RRN and

other truthers, HRC is gone now so this matter is basically moot.

Maybe it was to prove she wasn’t sick? Maybe they got her alive after

an illness? IDK, but everyone saw her collapse like a rag doll. I had

trouble accepting Putin because he’s some kind of replacement body

double shown right on YT the original was tried and prosecuted and

it’s unusual that the replacement is so happy. Nothing makes enough

sense though. Why they have to replace with a doppelgänger and not

just make another election.

Or a double or CGI. Clone is the most advanced tech…doubles are

easier and CGIs are easier still i.e. an “interview” supposedly current

on MSM that was taped years ago.

I saw her clone, it was like 35 yrs old, she was young looking, pretty

and wearing a blue dress and hanging out deep underground selling

birth certificates to deep staters that we’re doing surface earth elite
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jobs. Some vision kind of remote viewing around 2007-8. I didn’t

even see YT yet or know it existed.

Interesting. People have visions and/or dreams that they don’t

understand how it is even possible to have, yet none the less they

have actually experienced it. Our brains have capabilities that we

don’t know how to use. Occasionally these functions turn on and we

experience being in a place to see and hear things yet our bodies have

never left our bed.

We supposedly use only 10% of our brains. Wonder what the God

given other 90% is capable of?

The determining factor is GAIT … Michael Baxter’s article informs us

that Military uses a mobile phone application to determine a human

from a non-human … that’s how Military captures the wicked

humans.

Yeah, they walk differently apparently. Also, I have seen our cabinet

ministers here in Canada speak with the exact same mannerisms,

and the exact same ennunciations, the exact same cadence and the

exact same intonation as each other. Eg. the Defense Minister and

the Deputy Crime Minister, and others. It is like the exact same A.I.

is running them. They even have the same head movements and

hand motions. All of which are extremely hypnotic. You watch them,

and then when their mouth closes, you notice they said absolutely

nothing within their copious word salad….Soooo creepy.

Dentists repeatedly butcher out people’s wisdom teeth to make

money so average people can’t go by molars but they can check for

flat feet and Baxter did not report on other things to go by. We may

need to come up with a plan how to remove clones. They might be in

a lot of places but from the sounds of it they might be only cloning

famous figures.

People need to off them immediately so they can’t make RRN out to

be a fraud site from fake public appearances.
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Absolutely fascinating. It’s been going on at least since the 50’s. Can’t

imagine how many are out there but they will all be found and done

away with. TY again for your relentless service 🙏

That date makes me think of the Boys from Brazil, I’ll bet it goes back

way further than any of us know.

I don’t think they can operate reliably for very long. Without human

handlers they mess up badly. Like lost Billy on his bike escaping–to

where?

Yes you’re right and that bodes well for us. But as long as there are

accessible facilities for them, they can technically keep it up.

Tacoma Tiamat ToTonka, The He Hu Sits as a BULL. The PARTICLE

Hu, First Sepf Aware. How strange does this have to get, before The

Professional UNIQUELY skilled is utilized?? Hmmm? The FALLEN

are GROOT!!!! I AM GROOT too, are You? erroneous vile ignorant

logic/lying-“evil”. EXTREMELY VIOLENT INTELLIGENT LIFE-

EVIL. The words games of infant “gaaaaawds”. Time travel is very

possible, and is the how, to looping. Hidden technology, INFINITIES

ahead, require absolute TRUTH. Bought and paid for “scientific

results”, because “they said so”??? Chuck You Farley, go in Your own

Jack yard and back off!!!👽👾🤖☠👻😹
 

Extra Communication=ExCommunication, and how is that a “bad

thing” to “fear”??? Hmmm?? furry energetic animals reacting-fear, to

their ENVIRONMENT, that’s reacting to their actions. THINK, about

the poisonous chemicals that are poured into the sinks, toilets, and

such. Microbial Life, has RIGHTS, but not to a “hoooomawn”,

“they’re” “Gaaaaaawd”, right? Created themselves they did

 🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂
 👁

The Most High God tells secrets to those who are close to Him. This

scheme was already known and locations brought to White Hats for

this reason. No dark help needed.
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Gave up, filtered out by RRN, or JAG/whitehats got to them. Either

way, that is a good sign and a step in the right direction.

At least it isn’t a Make Money Fast spam post so that is a step in the

right direction. 🙂

Truly, the truth has become stranger than fiction. It will be

interesting if we can learn what the power source is; i.e. a compact

nuclear fission reactor, nuclear fusion, hydrogen, or?

Barbara do more research of what is possible. .. Search the

technology the Khazarian mafia have been using and in their tunnel

system, some is hundreds of years old and we were totally unaware of

if it. We would not have a clue if it was was not for TESLA’s

inventions. Study Tesla for off the grid living / Tatarian buildings.

His New Yorker hotel he helped design and use for very high

electrical energy and broadcasting etc. for his experiments.

Flynn? Why would anyone who is not a Deep Stater be cloned? If you

know you know! If you’re clean you’re clean.

And President Donald J Trump, our incumbent President, pardoned

him. I’m still hoping he’s not a DSer.

Last edited 3 days ago by 45-GreatestEver!

The bloodline Kennedy’s are DS.

 
JFK & Brother were adopted into Kennedy family..

 
JKK & Brother are related to Pres. Lincoln.

 
Flynn may be related to DS Kennedy’s bloodline? Trickery?

White hats seem to have their DOUBLES and DS their Clones.

TRUST THE PLAN… DJT brought the DS-ers into the light on

purpose, so he could take them down forever for the educational

experience & viewing for WE THE PEOPLE, to help them

understand what evil really is in this world. If this plan had not been

done by the WH Military with DJT –you and all of us would have no
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idea how bad, old and deep this evil goes. This why this is a different

kind of war.

 
Maybe it can last as long as people choose to stay ignorant of this

evil. But time for this plan will only wait so long for the sleeper

sheep.

Sigh…. I’m not going to say this isn’t true, but seriously, it sounds

like you’re writing a video game. How does a phone call or whatever,

get so detailed? It’s almost as if, these stories make up a convenient

lie for reality.

For instance, all these stories you write, governor Newsome for

instance, our governor is still wreaking havoc, but you wrote a story

that he was dead? Don’t the white hats know he’s dead and when

they see him run for governor again sound some kind of alarm and

stop it?

it’s just too easy to make up a cloning story. If, you believe in aliens,

you need to rethink your life, they’re fallen angels and they can

deceive.

these stories should win some imagination award.

is everything religious based to you? why lie to people? you religious

followers don’t realize your being lied to and your telling lies to

people as well which is wrong. isn’t it lying a sin? ‘

how truthful is religion, lol.

If you had researched, as I have for over 2 years, you would think it is

normal for the DS. But, yes, there is something to your alien

comment. Adrenochrome, satanic rituals, and so much more is real.

Maybe rethink how much evil can be accomplished by the evil one.

He wants no one happy, so he must destroy. I am grateful for the

White Hats, President Trump and for God putting them in this place

to bring down evil.
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Thank you Michael Baxter for sharing truth. So many don’t believe

any of this, but will one day.

this is where you humans here have failed to understand. where in a

matrix or simulation or whatever you call it.

They are steering thoughts with mainstream narrative via media and

social beliefs. We are inside a reality bubble in some agreement

situation. We have a prison planet and want out but treat our own

prisoners bad. They might should be locked up but why treated as

bad as they are IDK.

For sure. I agree.

Took me awhile to accept the reality we are in.

Then I watched Naruto and learned this from madara.

There is no true peace to the reality we live in. Wake up to reality,

there is no peace.

Please be more discerning in your research and give more respect to

MB and the fact he is working with insiders of Gitmo & Mar-a-Lago.

He cannot use people’s names like this without being sued or

stopped very quickly.

If they were cloning sheep in 1990 or so, why so hard to believe deep

state set itself up “forever” with human cloning?

And wouldn’t it draw a great deal of attention if a major deep state

player suddenly made a hard right? Think about it…

Well, it does explain the rampant incompetence in DC at least, so

there’s that. It would be even weirder if that many people were

bafflingly inept all at once. What are the odds of that happening? If

you just round up a few hundred randos, chances at at least some of

them will fail to be insane. Heavy drugs and booze, alien invasion
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using human suits or programmed clones. Either one would explain

everything. Not sure how we can dismiss any of them without

research either.

Oh my. You have such courage. Everyone is trembling. I’ll say it: You

have no more idea what is “true” than any of us do sitting behind our

computer screens. You, like all of us, listen to whomever you listen to

and believe whomever you choose. Your pronouncements do not

impact what is true. Neither do mine. We are all striving to discern.

Some using more research skill, intelligence, experience, and

contacts than others.

Just to let you all know, I’ve been researching all this stuff for the last

30 years. I know that God has shown me truth and has opened my

eyes to reality. I don’t take anything for face value and I don’t dismiss

anything either, including this report. I do, however, question

EVERYTHING! I use discernment l, constantly, I don’t just throw

something out because I might not believe in it or find it illogical.

Even if I find it hard to swallow, it’s still in the back of my mind, as a

possibility. It might sound outrageous, but I know what can be done

with tech, biology and everything can be twisted that God has made.

Always due your due diligence, and stir the pot constantly so you can

unearth the truth and show the people the worms that come forth.

What’s so amazing to me is I’m half North American Indian spent 40

years of my life in Alaska, worked at the Alaska Native Medical

Center, took care of so many different native peoples from different

tribes and villages and I’ve still never heard of the Gwich’in tribe.

Anyone else?

Fort Yukon (Gwichyaa Zheh in Gwich’in) is a city in the Yukon-

Koyukuk Census Area in the U.S. state of Alaska, straddling

the Arctic Circle. The population, predominantly Gwich’in Alaska

Natives, was 583 at the 2010 census, down from 595 in 2000.

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gwich%27in_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yukon-Koyukuk_Census_Area,_Alaska
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._state
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alaska
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_Circle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gwich%27in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alaska_Natives
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Census,_2010
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Fort Yukon was the hometown of the late Alaska Congressman Don

Young. Served by Fort Yukon Airport, it is also known for having the

record highest temperature in Alaska.

I find this beautiful interplay with words & languages, deciphered in

a Spiritual way, & also as a childlike ‘sounds like’ language.

“Gwichyaa Zheh in Gwich’in,” has some very interesting energetic

interpretation to it.

Thanks again, Michael, for all the intel you share. I trust the plan

100%.

Past Q crumbs match what is happening now. The deeper we go…

Keep up the great work, the war is real.

Our best weapon is 1A and awakening the masses to the true horrors.

When people worldwide awake, they lose.

Ukraine is their Pandora’s box they MUST keep sealed, even if they

have to kill us all with yet another fake world war. Another mass-

sacrifice to Leviathan.

 
WWIII. PRAY.

Buckle-up, buttercups, this ride is about to get bumpy…

wwg1wga

 
NCSWIC

 
GOD WINS

 
ScottBurtonOFFICIAL

And out of curiousity, where are you in Alaska. A few years ago I

spent a month touring Alaska, Juneau, Sitka, Homer, Anchorage,

Fairbanks, and the Denali area. Never got north of the Arctic Circle,

though. Maybe next time.

You weren’t asking me, but I’m in Wasilla. I remember you

mentioning a trip here a few years ago. I’ve been in Alaska for almost

30 years, and taught in a Bush village the first four years I was here.

[3]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_House_of_Representatives
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Young
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Yukon_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Yukon,_Alaska#cite_note-3
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One thing your article didn’t mention, big cargo planes don’t need a

long runway. They would easily land on our short gravel runway in

Selawik, bringing in the construction supplies needed to build the

new school that went up while I taught there (mid- to late 90’s).

Also, those stationed at Fort Yukon would probably spend their

shorter leave in Fairbanks. It might be interesting to see if any of

intel was dropped while on leave and hitting the bars?

Gwich’in, also called Kutchin, a group of Athabaskan-speaking North

American Indian tribes inhabiting the basins of the Yukon and Peel

rivers in eastern Alaska and Yukon—a land of coniferous forests

interspersed with open, barren ground.

All in a nut shell as Eskimos, no different to American Indians

[Comanches, Apaches, Navajos and Fuckhowies] lumped-in as a

group.

Wow….this is unreal. I would never have believed they could actually

do this. It sounded like the Bill Clinton clone might have thought he

was the President and Al Gore his VP. I hope they get all of these

horrible places. Lord thank you for opening the eyes of the White

Hats to seek and destroy these unnatural places where things with no

souls are being made. God help us if all these beings are unleashed

on the world. I am like General Berger….it is hard to wrap my mind

around such as this. These cloning scientists have gotten too smart

for their own good but I can tell them…..they are not as smart as

God. He knows what they are doing too. Lord please keep DJT and

the White Hats safe and allow them to continue their work to destroy

the DS evil demons.

I also found it interesting that the Bill Clinton clone thought that Al

Gore was his VP. If he’s a clone, how would he have that kind of info

from the real Clinton’s past? I would like some info on how these

clones work. Can you have a clone while you are still alive?

Last edited 3 days ago by Derek
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When I was trying to research clones, the FAKE websites say it still

can’t be done. “Why haven’t we cloned a human yet?” This is at

livescience.com

 
Another genetic site states “Its never been done.” Anything to lie &

throw people off the scent of what they’ve been doing since Dolly the

sheep.

Have you seen the movie 6th Day? In it they used a ‘brain copy’

thingy so they could download themselves into a new clone with

memories intact up till the last ‘imprint.’

 
Could be more fact than fiction.

Also, Dollhouse series, with Liza Duku, circa 2009 used the same

type but far more advanced tech.

 
Memories intact make sense.

 
Dunno

Of course, but the clone has no soul and is on something like

automatic pilot, lol.

It would drive them crazy always hearing him say “Let’s Make

America Great Again” Lol.

I read somewhere that DJT refused to let anyone clone him. He

insisted that body doubles be used instead.

If the Deep State somehow got his DNA, even a hair follicle with a

root, I guess they could clone him. AFIAK, no Trump clones have

been found.

Do you honestly believe the military would allow the real Trump to

got out publically to play golf or have rallies? There is a least one

clone and maybe two. I think the Black Hats have their own Trump

double and is being used to keep pushing the jab. Some have said a

masked person sometimes plays Trump. One example is his brother.
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Brings up the question how to clone a fat person. Obama stayed

skinny so it wouldn’t be noticed and I might guess he was often a

clone appearing in public.

I’ve read (before there was a lot of clone information scrubbed) that

clones don’t know they are clones, and they have inserted memories

that won’t be current, but reflect the download received from the

“original”. I wonder how they are aged and updated to be current?

Interesting topic.

I think as we go more and more will be revealed shoot just before

Michael stated reporting on the clone operation you never hardly

heard about clones except growing up there was Dolly the sheep

clone.

” … 2002, Brigitte Boisselier held a press conference in Florida,

announcing the birth of the first human clone, called Eve. ”

In the world of science fiction, literally anything is possible. The

imagination is not limited by what can be accomplished in reality.

Flynn has revealed himself to be a very different man than was

represented by DJT.

Worse, everyone seems to think his membership in CIA is somehow

different from John Brenner’s.

Michael Flynn, the occultic prayer leader and lying traitor, was

National Security Adviser under Trump for four days in January

2017 before he got fired and then the drama started with paedophile

Judge Emmett Sullivan handling his case; Flynn was succeeded by

Henry McMasters (now governor of South Carolina and chums with

Lindsey Graham and Drew McKissick, all three of which refuse to

deal with stopping the child sex traffickers since they are protecting

them financially and legally.) Flynn was succeeded by John Bolton,

who was succeeded by Robert C. O’Brien during the Trump

Administration.
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Emmett Sullivan was one of the child sex procurers for Incest Joe

(Sullivan also had sex with his granddaughter, but got caught on

Skype doing the granddaughter in front of the family she was

Skyping, and he had to pay them off),

 
James Clapper was DIA before Dan Coates and John Ratcliffe took

over that post, and John Brennan was CIA (allegedly becoming a

paedophile named ‘Pumpkin’ and converting to Islam under Obama)

before Michael Pompeo and fellow traitor Gina Haspel took over that

post.

Not necessarily. A lot of posts get lost or go missing. Doesn’t prove

anything.

Well written.

My thought, They (?) want us to believe in clones, masks but the

#WhiteHats have a hard time believing it. Sounds like the White

Hats will be the ones having difficulties when all the truth comes

out…not the people.

I’m sure it is one thing to know such things in theory, & quite

another to walk up on glass canisters filled with clones.

this is why im not glued to religion.

you need an open mind when dealing with the truth.

The WH Military accepts it now… it’ll take a liitle time for people to

be turned by the 100th monkey phenomena kicking in.

Clones are so much science fiction to everyone’s minds that it’s hard

to believe there are literal scientists creating these beings. Even Gen.

Berger was gobsmacked was shocked to hear of them before he was

abducted and beaten to within an inch of his life.

It doesn’t work that way. We don’t get absolute proof because we

want it. We all want it. But notice people rarely demand it of

“officials,” “experts,” “authorities,” and “scientists.” Nor mainstream
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media. Only us.

This is so important that the cloning labs be destroyed, all

information apprehended, and in time a public disclosure. These labs

are priority. I pray they are all found. I wish more cloning scientists

would be captured. Important mission to accomplish soon. End the

Deep State! HooRah

NOW we are getting somewhere. All clones of deep state globalists

MUST be put down and the information made public. The extreme

damage and harm they have caused We the People is off the chain

evil, but when this is exposed and publicly proven, then America will

quickly turn around and take our nation back.

We are DONE with this creepy “movie!” We want our freedom back

and we will WIN because life is stronger than death, truth is more

powerful than lies and good is more powerful than evil. We win!

Almighty God has won!

Klaus Schwab just came to mind. I read somewhere that he is among

the missing. Clones do not last long according to what I have read. So

they keep having to be replaced. Growing a clone of another clone

appears to be less viable than from the original persons DNA. I have

the idea that all of this started (or there was a breakthrough) with

Dolly (the sheep) and Test Tube Babies. I keep wanting to delve into

this more, but am afraid I will get too immersed in it. It can be

overwhelming.

Depends on the type of CLONE…

 
There’re 4types (at last read) … some are short lived for performance

& has handlers … another clone – from DNA, Repitle can step into as

driver of the CLONE …

 
Heard, there is LG number of Clones WW = like 75% (IDK 4sure) !!!

 
Utube has videos from many corrupt starts speaking out .. research it

…
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White Hats need to seek out all the world’s scientists making big

bucks for this satanic practice of cloning.

It surprised me that the white hats and military are able to identify a

clone on sight, by their gait and the way that the clone walks. If they

can identify them, then shoot them on sight already!!! They are just

lumps of flesh and not made by the Creator.

Lin Wood had him pegged and his attorney Sydney a long time ago…

they tried to damage Lin Wood legally. But sydney is damaged goods

legally in my opinion. Many had DS have ties and messed with Lin

Wood, but he’s a trusted friend of DJT.

Why the negative vote? I am amazed by this story. And an everlasting

fan of RRN and MB.

Hey MB, this is not criticism. I know you care about

spelling/grammar. In paragraph 5 I think you want

whoever….subjective case…rather than the objective

whomever….”and who(m)ever controlled the facility had recently

plowed….still subjective case.

You can put me down all you want. I did it with great respect. There

are others that do it with glee and contempt. And to his credit, no

matter the tone, MB always faithfully corrects. He cares about the

writing as do I as a person who also made a living writing. I think he

would want to know and fix it. If he doesn’t, he doesn’t. I

demonstrate constantly my respect for MB and his excellent work.

You can insult me all you want. I stand by what I have said. If my

grammar is incorrect in this case, I want to know. MB is an

outstanding writer.

Yep, even us humble folk with English degrees make mistakes. I can

point out grammatical and typographical errors in million dollar

MSM publications every day.
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Considering all the proof that there has been predictive

programming in so many areas, I’m no longer as skeptical as I once

was. Where do you think the entertainment industry has gotten their

ideas from all these years… Most ‘normal’ people in the earlier times

were not obsessed with ‘space’ and all this sick crap/violence. All

satanic, telling us what they do before they do it. There is an evil

force in the world and it has intelligence beyond us; thankfully God is

stronger.

Wrong to give power to Satan when you think, assume & write:

“There is an evil force in the world and it has intelligence beyond us”

 
DOTAR….. for a while when they had it truly hidden and good people

had no idea, but today WE THE PEOPLE are the grounding rod of

real and true power to assist the forces of good to easily over power

them. Pray and be the grounding Rod for Great Spirit that Khazarain

Evil is removed totally from earth in great haste but still slowly &

carefully. We have already won –IT IS DONE ! Universal Law

This is an interesting interpretation of the cabal and what THEY

believe. It reconciles much, but leaves more questions than it

answers. Still, thoughtful and well presented. Worth a 40 min watch.

Chuck Swindell/YouTube. https://youtu.be/t80cMnevJtc Use

discernment.

If anyone doubts Michael Baxter, my best friends son is a marine that

is stationed in California. He talked to him today and his son

confirmed there was a breach at camp Pendleton the other day. His

son actually saw the replay of the event via security cameras. It’s

going down! Prayers for all.

Why does it matter if there were reports in Michigan? MB isn’t in

Michigan, and neither are most of his readers.

Last edited 3 days ago by Bill Kaulfield

https://youtu.be/t80cMnevJtc
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Kimberly thank you for your news of MB and your marine son.

This may help people accept the wonderful work Michael Baxter is

doing in service to patriots.

 
I am so sick and tired of those causing doubt to others with their lack

of discerment.

I summarized a story from FAUXsnooze.com. Written by Landon

Mion, published January 28, 2023. It is still up.

 
It is in comments to the untimely and tragic story of Commander

Robert Ramirez’s passing.

Last edited 3 days ago by LEOtheCO

This incident allegedly occurred at 6:30 P.M. (I assume local time)

on Friday 1-27-23.

 
I haven’t been back to CamPen, CA for 4 decades and don’t know if

Oceanside, San Clemente, Temecula, Vista, Encinitas, Escondido or

Fallbrook have local nightly news besides lamestream media.

Last edited 3 days ago by LEOtheCO

Thank you for the ‘citizen’s report’, Kimberly! I’m in So Calif between

Camp Pendleton and 29 Palms Marine Base and I saw NO local

coverage of the event.

Now that the world is soon to realize this evil shit–it’ll bring the end

sooner and all that is entangled in this Blood thirty Khazarian world

control for money/power making DS

Truth truly is stranger than fiction. Wow. Outstanding work, troops!

Great article & photo of the Nat’l Geo guys.

Although I don’t doubt the presence of the clones I do question the

Biden one because we were told Arthur Roberts was the actor –

which, makes sense considering the chin & ear shapes. IF they are

using clones why use Robert’s? Or did Robert’s get old & retire (or

dead?) so they needed the clones….or were the clones by DS but
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Robert’s was placed by White Hats?

There’s plenty of conjecture – I just hope we actually get the full

story “someday”.

The actors playing Biden are white hat supplies the deep state is

making a black hat to try to replace the actors I take it.

Maybe there’s some shuffling going on but I think Robert’s wears a

mask and was placed by White Hats. I think faux WH is under some

WH control while WH need to get all their ducks in a row waiting for

the right time line to bring the panto to an end. Unsettled countries

but first resolve their conflicts etc.

Roberts has made every 5-4 decision go to the bad guys. Probably as

he got his adopted children from Jeffery Epstein, and supposedly

trades them. So he’s invaluable to the bad guys.

Multiple options but word is they can’t clone a dead man very much.

Where they save samples to clone IDK but samples have an

expiration or best used by date is another guess of mine.

 In the summer of 2013, an unusually warm season,

And Do you Know the location of the ones in Michigan Are

Mackinac Island , Beaver Island, High Island, Charlevoix, Boyne

Mountain , Ironwood and Pellston. Lots of clones in them parts. Lots

of strange shit happening there.

Wow finally a truthful article. They had clones of Republicans… think

hard on that folks… thanks Michael…. no more Red vs Blue. This

must end. A new world.

Yeah it’s not republicans vs Democrats but good vs evil. Lady

Lindsey, Myrtle the turtle, mittens! And I’m sure plenty more,

murkowski, Collins, lots of other ones
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Pretty sure it isn’t news to anyone older than…twelve minutes that

republopaths are exactly, to a mathematical precision, as assho as the

demoturds. Anyone who doesn’t understand this is still at the kids

table sticking hot dogs up his nose. A few republopaths are

apparently sane now  , but twenty years ago the only sane people in

DC were Ron Paul and a handful of demoturds like McKinney and

Wellstone. The republopaths were all stark raving mad. Mad as

balloons!

Michael, thank you for your work. Tell us, are the Marines the only

White Hats in this battle? I get the impression the Air Force, Coast

Guard, and of course FEMA are the enemies. How does this all

balance out? Are the White Hats hopelessly outnumbered?

You’re a big help. It will end when it ends. God wins. We choose this

day whom we will serve.

Oh and the ones that did this operation was Special Forces which is

Army all the way Hooah!!!!

The Galactic Federation are part of the Alliance. Aliens fighting

alongside human soldiers in DUMBs. If you’re ready to go down that

rabbit hole….

https://2012portal.blogspot.com/

I didn’t expect an article today. !

 
Since it is about THE CLONING Laboratories ,

 
This is Major…

 
It’s Time to see and hear about this in ALL the alternative

 
NEWS sources and I don’t mean Main Stream MEDIA .

 
GREAT ARTICLE MICHAEL BAXTER

 
THANK You. 👍. 😼

Usually you can hear it on And we know Judy notes on Rumble Mary

reads the whole article.

https://2012portal.blogspot.com/
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We should parade 3 x Bill C Clones together with 3 x Flinn clones

maybe throw in 3 of each Killerys and Piglosis and parade them all

together being interviewed on DJT’s new CNN for the world to see by

Elon Musk & Megyn Kelly.

Since Hitler. If some of you haven’t figured it out yet WWII never

ended. These Nazis are the 4th Reich. Worshipping Lucifer no doubt

and hiding behind the ROMAN Catholic Church. Remember the

Roman’s were Pagans and Harod ordered Jesus crucified. Soon

created the Roman Catholic Church as their Empire was falling

apart. They also created the Latin Bible,, and every Pope rewrote the

bible until King James demanded a Bible translated into English for

him to read himself. The Catholic Church and Royalty became The

hidden pagans of Rome. And every Reich thereafter. Our government

are the descendants of these child sex trafficking, human trafficking,

Adrenochrome gathering, flesh eating, blood drinking Luciferians.

That is why you take communion. They have fooled you all into

believe that worshipping the crucifixion is a good thing. Christians

are sheep flocking toward the wrong God. So sad.

Believers in Christ. the true believers in Christ. Unless you are a non

believer. To each his own. Do Christians say your antisemitic for not

believing. Like Jews about the holocaust and that’s a whole different

subject. How many Muslims did the Romans feed to the Lions

compared to christians? For simple believing Jesus Christ would save

their souls forgive their sins and give enternal life in heaven. Its just

simply your choice to believe or not.

That’s why when they created the us corporations. And nullified the

constitution they put us under old Roma civil law so the can hid

behind the pope. Our fiat money from the Crown to the Vatican Argo

the unholy trinity. Until DJT fuck there bullshit plan of NOVUS

ORDO SECLORUM. Child murdering fucks.

 
Debra just nail the tip of trident.
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I never liked the “eating of the flesh, the drinking of blood”

metaphors by the Catholic church. Too weird for me. I don’t trust

organized religions much anyway, because religion is another form of

control over other people.No drinking of purple Kool-Aid here.

Drinking the blood and eating the flesh is the true black arts ritual of

the early Khazarians that bled into the Vatican, Jesuit and later Nazi

systems

Yep…one of my favorite quotes from the late-great Jim Marrs was;

“We didn’t beat the Nazis in WWII….We beat the Germans! The

Nazis just came over here (US…Operation Paperclip.)

Debra…only thing missing …

 
King James had the bible translated into English to not allow the

pope to alone have the divine rights to rule; but James made sure

Kings had the DIVINE RIGHT of KINGS to interceed and rule

Freemasons wrote the King James Verion in 1611. It does not match

the Septuagint.

Sir Francis Bacon did most of the work. He edited a crappy

translation and made it worse…taking great liberties in the text.

Catholic Church has it’s own Bible…same story…edicted, redacted

and drifting farther from reality.

Thanks for destroying and confiscating this cloning center. There is

most likely another here in U S. My hunch would be near Colorado in

the mountains there. Three seems to be their number sequence.

Denver Colorado airport is satanic with symbols. Remote Alaska

seems to be their last one because of the dates and clones found.

Ozarks must be the second one. There has to be another in the

center…. I noticed no Obama or Michele (Michael) found. No

Bushes?
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A Big Thanks go out to the trust of the Ericwas and the Gwich’in

people. There is good in this world. Truth will stand for our Freedom.

🙏 Thank you!

The 16th Special Forces Group was active 1960-1966. And Col. Paul

Peters was former commander of the 19th Special Forces Group. He

was promoted to Brigadier General on 19 Sep. 2022. What’s up with

your sources?

Last edited 3 days ago by Hermitian

My sources are fine. It’s my brain transposing a 9 and a 6. And

Peters, despite what you may read on Wikipedia, still commands

them as part of the White Hat faction. Cheers. Anyway, I’ve corrected

the transposition. Thank you.

Last edited 3 days ago by Michael Baxter

I was wondering if that 16th was a typo for 19th; an easy mistake. But

that intel on Peters is something we in the public wouldn’t know. (It

was on another site besides Wikipedia.) Anyway, maybe an

explanation would’ve been in order for those of us who pay attention

to minutia. As a veteran, I really look closely at the military details

out of interest.

Thanks for your good work.

Big deal so it’s 4 months out of date– it may not even be MB’s fault if

Gitmo peeps gave the wrong info to him. Don’t be so quick to bite at

MB’s ankles. Also how do we know this Alaska clone finding didn’t

happen many months ago and MB gets given the date as last week

instead–ON PURPOSE? I’ve noticed dates before that don’t match

up. We’re at war –we’re lucky we get what we get.

 
SG Anon likes MB’s work and said at it’s least 75% correct info

Nothing wrong with pointing out inconsistencies, even (or especially)

when we’re on the same side. We want to get the story right. The

mainstream media gives us enough incorrect information as it is. We
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need to be 100% on target in everything we do.

Ach můj bože pane Baxtere – DĚKUJI za tvrdou práci, kterou

odvádíte každý den, když nás informujete!!!

 

 


